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Everybody has a story. What’s yours? 
 
We are both UK based theatre-makers - actors, directors, writers and producers. We now 
combine our creative practice with running Narativ in London. Narativ’s mission is 'A world 
connected by listening and telling personal stories’. We work with individuals and 
organisations to explore, shape and tell their stories. A story is the most effective way to 
communicate any idea or experience. Our stories reveal who we are: encoded in them are 
our beliefs, our values, our heritage and our dreams. When stepping into the world, a story 
is the most impactful way to connect with another human being and to articulate who you 
are and what is distinct about you. It has immense value when considering personal 
statements and interview situations. But also, as a creative, your own story has the 
capacity to surprise and enlighten you, providing a rich seam of material to draw on as you 
make theatre, film, write or make music.  
 
In the first ‘Taster ’session we will introduce you to Narativ’s 6 principles, touching on both 
the science and art of storytelling. We work with the core idea that there is a ‘reciprocal 
relationship between listening and telling’, that how we listen generates the stories that can 
be told. So we will take a moment in this session to become present with our listening, to 
notice what gets in the way and to create the space for great stories. We will also listen to 
a story and reflect on what makes a story relatable and memorable. These reflections will 
be taken into the course. 
 
Session 1 - There is a multiplicity of stories.  
We are all made up of hundreds of thousands of stories - stories from our lived 
experience, but also the stories that we have all inherited from different sources and 
influences in our lives. By starting to explore these stories we notice the part they play in 
defining who we are in the world. As well as this, we also start to notice how much 
‘material ’we all have to draw on when we begin telling our stories. 
 
Session 2 - Excavating our Stories  
Where do our stories reside and how do we generate the vivid material to build them? This 
session will focus on ‘story excavation ’as the first building block of good storytelling. 
Taking the senses as a way to access our memories, we will explore how sensory detail 
can make our stories concrete and relatable for a listener. 
 
Session 3 - What Happened 
How do we tell a story so that someone can really relate to it? Storytelling is about 
connection and empathy. In this session we will explore Narativ’s key What Happened 
technique. By using this tool our stories connect and land powerfully with our audience, 
whilst leaving space for each listener to have their own personal connection and response 
to your story. 
 
Session 4 - A Story Arc 
Once you have generated material and explored the best way to make your story 
relatable, how do you structure a powerful story so that it lands the way you want it to? 
How do you decide what goes into your story and what to leave out? With a focus on 
beginnings, endings and turning points, this final session will look at the journey you want 
to take your listener on and how to craft it in the moment to engage them from the opening 
words to your last line. 



 

 

 
 
 
Dan Milne and Jane Nash are actors, directors and writers and have both worked 
extensively in theatre, TV and film in the UK for over 30 years, acting, directing, writing and 
producing. They have worked with all the major subsidised theatre companies in the UK, 
including the National Theatre, the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Young Vic and 
Royal Court theatres, as well as the flagship regional buildings across the country. They 
have also toured globally with theatre companies, taking shows around Europe and to 
Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Israel, India, Mexico and the US, including 
transferring productions to Broadway. Narativ grew out of a storytelling theatre project in 
New York called Two Men Talking . Narativ founders Paul Browde (a psychiatrist) and 
Murray Nossel (an anthropologist/documentary filmmaker), worked with director Dan 
Milne, to create a storytelling event which over the last 20 years has been performed all 
over the globe. Described as the live performance of a friendship , this theatre piece has 
no script or staging, but unfolds moment to moment, story to story, in the listening of each 
audience.  
 


